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Introduction
/ViyMFA Thesis work, on the edge of being, explores the shaping of adult personality and
externally, its nature dictated that I approach the theorem from a personal direction,
focusing the investigation on my own behavioral patterns. Many characteristics ofmy
personality can be attributed to the absence of my mother throughout my life, both
emotionally and physically. For the past four years I have been exploring various
components ofmy life, and relating feelings of anger, sadness, and loss throughmy artwork.
The investigation of themes generated through an examination ofmy own life experiences, has
led to reflection onmy past and a comparison of it to the lives of families around me.
1 have conducted this investigation primarily through photographic projects which
have been influenced by readings on family relations and theoretical texts on artistic
representations of the autobiographical narrative. I have explored the adult reaction
to the separation of mother and child, and I have examined how the early lack of a
reliable and strong relationship with a mother figure effects a child's emotional
development, and continues to damage the child's psyche through adulthood.
1 he bond between mother and child is examined in psychological texts, and journals
about family relations. It is explored in movies, and books, and has been a theme in
the work of visual artists working in all media. It is a bond that is widely considered
to be crucial in the positive development of a child's emotional state, and in the
development of that child's ability to create and maintain deep relationships with
others throughout life. The psychologist Dr. John Bowlby has said, 1/rWhat is believed
to be essential for mental health is that the infant and young child should experience
a warm, intimate and continuous relationship with their mother in which both find
satisfaction and enjoyment...Why some individuals should recover, largely or completely,
from experiences of separation and loss while others seem not to is a central question,
but one not easily
answered."
Without the consistent influence of a strong mother
figure in childhood and adolescence, a person's emotional development may suffer,
and as a result, in adulthood one must counterbalance these difficulties with corrective
learned behavior in ordered to live an emotionally fulfilling life. This concept
resonates with my experience on deep emotional levels and propels the work that I
set forth in my thesis.
Exploration
/Vly artwork explores personal memories, family history, and concepts of storytelling
through the juxtaposition of collaged photographic images and semi-autobiographical
writing. As I have been reflecting on mv personal history I have looked extensively
through old family snapshots, photo albums, and home movies to gain both visual
inspiration and to rekindle foggymemories. I have realized that looking at a family archive
of images at different points over the course of a lifetime can greatly change the way the
past, and people from the past, are viewed and remembered. For example, old emotions
combined with new knowledge and insights into a situation can change theway a past
event is remembered when the snapshots from that event are looked upon. Fherarchies
are established between the photographer and the photographed that indelibly capture
occasions from an isolated perspective, and capture that perspective as irrefutable evidence
for the future. In this wav, photography can play an influential role in the balance
of relationships within family groups.
Unless the particulars
of a specific family
background are
known, it is difficult








why someone is fig 1
photographed at all,may show a great deal about the structure
of that group. In examining
my own family albums representing four decades ofmy personal history, from the 1960's
to the 1990's, I can clearly see how these considerations reveal the truth as they try so hard
to make everything seem perfect. I was
able to see my own isolation and the isolation of
others as we appear separately on the album pages, and within image frames. (fig. i)
/\s I looked through the books I compared how each is different on the basis of who
took the photos, and who constructed the albums. If this was the same or a different
person, I considered how this affected the books on the whole. I looked at how traditional
rules of family photography are being followed, and I examined how possessing the
knowledge of these rules affected theway I viewed my family through their pictures.
fig. 2
I could see that feuds between familymembers were completely hidden throughmany
strategies of arranging peoplewithin a frame and prints within album pages. A casual
\7iewer ofmy parentswedding album for example,would never know that the older couple
pictured walking down the aislewithmy Fatherwere not his parents. This photograph
is placed on the facing page opposite the picture ofmy mother walking down the
aisle with her parents, and an implication through comparison can be easily made
(fig.2) . The older couple walkingwithmy Father were in fact his cousins who treated
him as a son when his mother passed away at an early age.
1 raditional methods of taking pictures and preserving them in archives has been of
interest to me, and a source of inspiration for my work. I have seen how memories
are affected and distorted by the storieswe are told through the seemingly true account
of life recorded and preserved in these archives. I am influenced by the conventional
construction of the family album, and the levels of consciousnesswith which it ismade.
Family photo albums are often times the most cherished of possessions. People keep
within them collections of significant events, loved ones lost, and days gone by. The
photographs in albums are often treated as much more than simple representational
likenesses; each individual snapshot is an honored relic. They are treated as the
actual person or the event, not just as a photograph of it. In addition, by bringing
together isolated fragments of life the family album can also be seen as a larger
portrait of a family's personal and social realm. This very personal and individualized
habit of collecting has been going on for several generations. With the popularization
of photography came portraits that were created in a photographer's studio.
Those who could afford to have their portrait taken went in for a sitting, and kept
their photographic images cherished close to their hearts. As image production
became less expensive and the practice of making and collecting photographs
continued, it became more common for people to take their own photographs
in their homes and familiar surroundings (fig.3).
fig. 3
/\s I continued this investigation, I expanded my scope and looked at photographs
and through photo albums from families other than my own. I looked at albums of
families that I knew, and at family albums that I bought at yard sales and flea markets.
I began to notice that so many of these albums looked the same in a variety of
ways. They all contained similarly composed images and subject groups, which
were placed onto pages in an orderly fashion. Most of the older pictures that I
looked at were annotated with dates, subject names and places, while more recent
albums did not have this hand written text. I found myself asking many questions
while contemplating this tradition of album making. Most notably, why do we do
it? What is fascinating about these mounds of albums collecting dust? What
compels people, who are not photographers by trade, to capture photographs in
such great quantities that they grow in numbers until they are carefully arranged
into books?
1was able to confront these questions and answer them generally by contemplating
my own sense of nostalgia. The desire of taking photographs has been explained by
theorists as the desire to tangibly hold on to the moment or the person that is
fleeting; to capture that memory and have it as reference, as evidence forever.
Susan Sontag said,
u
"Photographs may be more memorable than moving images,
because they are a neat slice of time, not a
flow."
Unlike the feeling of a hug or the
sound of a voice, we can grasp our photos, point to them and say, T was there, and
they were with
me.'
It thereby lends a sense of security and reliability to a life
which may otherwise seem unstable. I have found that the collecting of these
memories in one location, such as an album, forms them into a more complex
story. A relationship develops between the memories, and their affect on the viewer
changes by seeing them grouped in different ways. This idea changes even further
when photographs are collected but not ordered. Instead of the album maker
forcing the whole of a collection of images into their idea of organization, whether
it's a chronological row, or whether they're grouped by subject, photos are just as
often stored as a jumble. This jumble can be in a box, an envelope, or in a drawer.
When this is the case, the viewer has a more active role and can constantly reorder
the images as situations or feelings towards them change. They can change an
existing story, or alter the archived history entirely.
Kesearck
I hotographs have been collected and placed within albums as early as the 1860's
when the Carte de Visite portraits were made popular (fig.4). This small portrait
mounted to cardboard was used in social situations as a calling card, presented
upon entrance into someone's home or into a gathering place.Women began to collect
these small cards, and arrange them into albums. Unlike the studio portraits
preceding them, the Carte de Visite portraits were paper photographic prints, and
therefore could be more easily afforded. The albums that were made from these
collections included family pictures, but also pictures of friends, and even of political
figures and of entertainment celebrities. Through this eclectic combination the
album maker could imply a personal
connection to all strata of society.
They extended their greater family
portrait, and equated themselves
with a fabricated reality.
1 he album making flourished and
became an integral part in the lives




(as) a visual component into social




that the making of albums was
alreadv an accepted activity at this
time for women. I have found this
to still be a true fact. Most often in
this modern era it is still the women
who arrange and keep albums. In
the book, Concepts of Identity
{Catherine Hoffman discusses that
album keeping was a leisure activity
onlv for the privileged classes, fig. 4
m"Women of the upper class, who had a good deal of leisure time, frequently spent
long hours embellishing family photo albums with floral imagery, assembling images
that seemed pertinent to a sense of social self. Women's sense of self, in particular, was
understood as it affected others. Women, upper class, in particular, dwelt on presenta
tions of themselves in any kind of social setting
- a special social call or appearances at
the theater, a ball, and the like. The albums became a kind of microcosm of social inter
actions. And they were placed in areas where women socialized the parlor, the veran
dah, or in the
garden."
In much the same way as Hoffman describes, family photo albums today are held as a
tribute to all of the great things that family has done, where they have been, and
often what they own. We photograph our accomplishments, and these are the things
that get remembered. Art theorists and critics have written extensively on the notion of
taking an active role in remembering through art making: what is remembered, why,
and how it is created visually. Patricia Holland writes, lv"our memory is never fully
'ours', nor are the pictures ever un-mediated representations of our
past."
Looking at
our past through photographs, we both construct a fantastic history for ourselves and
set out on a detective trail to find other versions of a story that seems real and plausible.
Annette Kuhn has written, v"Family photographs are about memory and memories:
that is, they are about stories of a past, shared (both stories and past) by a group of
people that in themoment of sharing produces itself as a
family."
And Susan Sontag
comments that, V1"A family's photograph album is generally about the extended family
and, often, is all that remains of it.As photographs give people an imaginary possession of
a past that is unreal, they also help people to take possession of a space in which
they are
insecure."
y\s Holland points out, our pictures are never "un-mediated", rather they are often
staged to represent a situation that is not real. In an effort to create a picture perfect
family portrait, the album maker uses the powerful tools of selection and artifice. The
photographer can choose who to photograph and what to photograph their subjects
with, how to arrange their subjects within the frame, and what props to use. This
collaboration of roles of the albummaker and the photographer lead to the construction
of a presentation document. Whether conscious or not, this construction falls heavily
on established codes of image making, set up by image making industries such as
Hollywood, advertising, and the photography industry itself, though family portraits
may be using these conventions
unconsciously. Continiiing this discussion on creating
the family ideal through their photographs, Leeanne Klein contends,
vll"The snapshots that make up our family albums are held distinct from a mass of
public images because they are meaningful to only a small group of people. Yet despite
this very personal address, the age-old codes and conventions that rule private photog
raphy leave one family photo album looking much like the next. Popular family pho
tography is about universals. Its
subjects'
gaze, pose and posture echo a historical and
societal norm of the notion of 'happy families', which allegedly transcends class, age
and race, and makes us all look the
same."
Jusan Sontag comments on constructing a family through its photographs by saying,
vm"Through photographs, each family constructs a portrait chronicle of itself
- a
portable kit of images that bears witness to its connectedness. It hardly matters
what activities are photographed so long as photographs get taken and are
cherished. Photography becomes a rite of family
life..."
Patricia Holland expands
this idea further by saying, lx"The album forces us to negotiate with our personal
memories and offers an unpleasant jolt when memory does not correspond with




others respond, 'you were. And
here is a picture of you to prove it.'. ..the pictures concealing our real experience...
family albums are about forgetting as well as
remembering."
7vs I paged through countless photo albums, and sorted through endless piles of
snapshots, I began to recognize the patterns and conventions that I had been
investigating and reading about. I saw thatmy own family photographs and albums
also used such conventions, and I realized that the audience of narrative artwork
that focuses on family relations would understand the use of these conventions as
symbolic of relationship and societal codes. The work I created as I began earning
my MFA degree brought together these recognizable conventions of album making,
with my own personal narrative, both written and photographic. I recombine the
written and photographic elements to build stories remembered differently from
how they were pictured at their origination. The work altered existing stories to fit
my own desired construction and worked together to relay to the viewer my own
history as I see and experience it.
8
Development
/\fter critically looking at family photo albums of my own and of others, I decided
that I could best tell my story through reinterpreting someone else's family
photographs. I saw that one picture of a mother with her child was often very
similar to another, and even if that child did not in fact belong to the woman she
was with, through societal conditioning I believed they were mother and daughter.
It seemed that if I believed it, other people might too. By using generic images of
families instead ofmy own, the snapshots would be less emotionally charged for
me, and I would be able to more easily relay my personal stories to the viewer.
This strategy allowed me to create a new reality that I could enter and inhabit
through my imagination. I directly combined photographs from anonymous
families withmy own semi-autobiographicalwritings. My approach for using the
found family snapshots was to isolate expressions and body language from the
larger context of the full image, and combine these croppings with a written text,
thereby making the images into illustrations ofmy story.
In the fall of 1997 I showed two books in theWalkthrough Review, at the end of the
academic quarter. At that time I had beenworking with the book arts for two years
previous, and Iwas attracted
to manv qualities inherent
in that form. I felt that
the stories I was sharing
were intimate and private.
The intimacy of reading a
book echoed formally those
feelings within mv work.
Books are also a recognized
form of viewing a history,
and a recognized form of
viewing images of family.
I also felt that the books
would be understood
formally as a document.
\Jne bookwas in a non-traditional form of loose photographs bound in a box. Itwas
non-linear and could be sifted through, ordered, and re-ordered bv the viewer
(fig.5). There was no written text included in this book in an effort to allow
the viewer maximum latitude in creating their own vision of the narrative.
1 he second book was presented in the form of a photo album. On its black pages
were fragmented photographs and text written in white chalk (fig.6). The book
began with a full photograph of a woman on the first page, and a picture of a
little girl on the second. Both images had a name and a date written on them.









We hid from our
true thoughts.
It's too late to
tell her
now."
Detween each of these lines of text were several pages of images. Some images were
ripped in half, some were missing entirely . These image fragments illustrated the
story being told, and thev visuallv continued the brief written sentences. I
fragmented the images by scanning found snapshots on a flatbed scanner, then
cropping and altering them throughAdobe Photoshop. I printed them on a small
scale, on heavv paper with a thin white border. This presentation utilized the
snapshot aesthetic and implied that the ink jet prints were collected snapshots.
lo
In an effort to put the viewer in an appropriate state of mind to read these books, I
created an installation of a kitchen and placed the books within it (fig.7). This
environment was created to simulate a real life situation of what it would be like
for someone to find a real album and a box of assorted images. Archives of these
types could very well be found in a home, and they may likely be looked through
while sitting in a kitchen, at a kitchen table. With this installation I also wanted to
imply the warmth and domesticity often associated with a kitchen environment.
The kitchen is often the central point in a home, and the common gathering place
for a family. The Statement ofWork for this presentation delineated many of the
issues related to album making which I researched and discussed above.
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In the winter Walkthrough Review I showed three books that were all of a more
elaborate nature than the previous two. All three books utilized more traditional
standards of form as they were hand bound using standard binding methods, and
they were all made in standard sizes. My intention was to make them look like
regular books so that they would be more accessible to the viewer. Like the books
I made in the fall, the images in these books were created digitally. I used found
and original photographs, scanned them, and made collages layering lines of
text, sketches and clippings. The first book was titled, lost and neverfound, how can
I fix what's broken? The introductory text read,









What followed was a list of every dictionary definition of the word broken. These
definitions ranged from the literal phrasing of, "forcibly fractured into two ormore
pieces;
shattered"
to more emotional definitions such as, "subdued,
humbled"
and,
"crushed by grief". I chose this theme to illustrate my past and current feelings.
Accompanying these definitions were photographic images of families and groups
of friends smiling and posing together (fig.8). The juxtaposition of image to text was
meant to imply thatwhat you see is not always the full story, that there are often
underlying truths to a situation that are hidden from the casual observer.
12,
1 he second book was titled, Tin Walls (fig.9a, b). This book told the life story of a lonely
girl that I created using a collection of photographs that I found, and I wrote a
semi-autobiographical story to accompany them. The story that I wrote was in the
form of a fictional story, though it was based on fact. The text of this book read,
"once upon a time there was a little
girl who lived all alone.
most of the time
she wrote all her own rules to
all the games she liked to play.
she played all alone
and all her dolls loved her
they wiped her tears when she cried.
sometimes there were grown-ups
who tried to tell her what to do.
but they could never make her.
as the little girl became a big girl
everything began to change.
she began to know loneliness
and the people she met
did not follow her rules
and the people she met
did not know her games
and so she built a new
world around her
that gave her comfort.
and protected herfeelings.
but she built the walls
too tall and no one
could see over the edge
and no one could see
who she really was
and the loneliness that
























1 he third book that I showed in this review was called, Winter Journal (fig.10), and as
its title suggests it is a journal that I kept throughout the winter. I took a class with
Lynne Bentley-Kemp on journal writing in which she stressed that we should
chronicle the creative process of our art making. Keeping a journal of personal
thoughts and experiences was not a new experience for me but combining that
with ideas and experimentations related to my artwork was a verv fresh notion. At
first I had a difficult time bringing the two worlds together, but then I realized that
through this exercise I could collage all of the fragments ofmv life into one book. It
was fulfilling for me to visually connect my life with mv work, which is a natural
connection to make since mv art is about personal themes.
1 chose to present these books in an installation which was similar in conception to the
installation I presented in the fall, though it was different in its scope. This winter
installation became a cluttered attic (fig.ll). A far cry from the kitchen which was
sparse in nature, this attic overflowed the senses with sights of objects and their
tactile nature, the smell of mothballs, and the sound of a quiet music box that was
overturned and playing incessantly. The idea of the attic came out of a recurring
dream that I had since childhood. In researching the images from the dream in
analysis dictionaries I discovered some poignant associations withinmy subconscious
that related both to the work I was making and to events that were occurring
within mv life. The Statement ofWork read as follows:
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attic:
the mind; ideas, memories, past experience.
finding attic:
pleasure at new ideas, discovering potential
or wisdom from past experience.
x
"In a dream, the attic symbolizes the part
ofmind closest to your origin as spirit, and
farthest from your existence in the physical.
Tlie action or occurrence in this part of a
house will revolve around how you view
your own existence.
"
As a child I spent many nights walking
the path through an elaborate building.
At the end ofa mush/ liall, a door opened,
and I saiv all the treasures hiding before me.
I picked each one up, touching its scent
to my cheeks, and fixing its memory
to my eyes.
No longer a child, I create my attic
in this world, and find within it
my version of truth.
fig. n
1 hid the books within drawers of a steamer trunk, alongside a variety of trinkets,
dried flowers, boxes of toys and mementos. The viewer was invited to dig through
the objects and read the books by the light of a bare bulb and the enticement of the
musty atmosphere. The installation was designed for the viewer to go find the
books. It was investigative for them, inmuch the same way as it was for me when
I collected the images and made the books
y\fter this installationmy work took a dramatic turn. In an effort to phvsicallv expand
mv vision and change the viewer's experience of it from a solely private one, to an
experience that may be shared with others simultaneously, the form of the work
changed. In spring 1998 I began to expand the visual landscape of my ideas and
incorporate visual ideas of quilt making, a time-honored form of storytelling.
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Vv hile continuing to work with
paper and concepts of the book
page, I built the work from small
sections of hand made paper into






material consisted of recycled
paper products from mv desk,
book bag, floor, filing cabinet, and
mailbox. These materials were
pulped and reconstituted with
new elements such as laser prints
and natural and artificial dves
(fig.13). I was able to lav each paper
panel over an eight hour time
period, and after it thoroughlv
dried Iwas able to add images and
text. Specific images were captured
fig. 12
as still frames from 8mm home
movies of mv childhood, filmed by
mv father (fig.l-t).
y\s I watched my own historv
flicker by, I became aware that
a seeminglv tender gesture on
film, re-edited and out of context
has the potential to appear rough,
and even violent. I saw a way to
visually combine memory and
emotion by taking exact footage
frommy life and hi-lighting sections
which illustrated how I felt at that




1 had the film transferred to video tape, then played the
tape through a computer and captured still frames
through Adobe Illustrator. Once the frames were
digitized I was able to enlarge them and repair the
color through Adobe Photoshop. I printed these
captured images as ink jet prints, and enlarged them
with an oversized photo copier machine. Once the
imageswere photo copies the toner on the paper could
be transferred onto the handmade paper panels with
the aid of wintergreen oil as a solvent to loosen the
toner. The images and texts were Xerox transferred
onto both sides of the large and fragile planes of paper
(fig.15), and were suspended throughout the space
of a room, so that they could be walked around.
n % 14
Dy transforming a flat image plane into an object, the viewer was forced to traverse its
terrain. Equally, the panels physically confronted and dwarfed the viewer, in some
cases actually
"moving"
into the space of the viewer further accentuating the play
between the maternal gesture as both a soothing, as well as a terrifying gesture. They
also leant the ability to investigate the thematic content through the comfortable
qualities of the material. Through the process of creating this work, I discovered how
memories are affected,
distorted, and redefined by
the stories we tell others,
and thosewhich are told to
us. I sawhow thesenarratives
alter the seemingly true
account of life recorded and





differently from how they
were originally perceived
and captured in pictures.
fig. 15
lkesls Vv ork
/vfter the project in the spring of 1998, 1 wanted to continue working with my own
archive of images, and I also wanted to generate a new archive of environmental
portraits which conveyed my moods, emotionality, and dreams. It was at this time
that I began to develop the current body of work titled, on the edge of being, which
directly examines the psychological and emotional ramifications caused bymy own
childhood separation from my mother. In this work multiple photographic images
combined with layers ofwriting and texture create an autobiographical narrative. The
reality of emotion and experience is seen through overlays of dreams and memory.
1 his deepened exploration into my personal narrative began as an undergraduate at
Rhode Island School of Design with my BFA thesis project. As shown throughout
this paper this work continued as I pursued myMFA degree and involvedmywriting
and photographic imaging. Through this work I have been exploring the definitions
of, and relationships between the concepts ofmemory, family history, and storytelling.
At first I reinterpreted and recontextualized found photographic archives, and
examined how the lines blur and blend between these concepts. As I putmy own
stories and memories onto the visual record of another, I recreated my personal
history. However, as I continued to refine my voice and my thematic concerns, I
became more comfortable with examining and sharing my personal history directly.
I continued to retell my life stories through digital and traditional montaging of
images and journal writing.
Vv ithmy thesis work I gathered together the feelings
that I thoughtwere buried long
ago, and confronted them head on. I decided to continueworkingwithmy own archive
of photographs as a starting point, and make original photography the visual focus
ofmy work. As I began conceptualizing
the work for on the edge of being I looked to
my writing for
inspiration. I began to see connections between experiences of the past
and how my current behavior, attitudes, and
relationships reflected those experiences,
and how they could be used as a vehicle for
photographic storytelling.Working from
sketches, and inspirational images that I collected from publications, I photographed primarily
using a model as a
stand in for myself. The photography was captured in my home
and surrounding environments
such as my back yard.
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Lising photography as the genesis, this work combines multiple images with layers of
writing and texture. In this way the photograph is repositioned away from the
constraints of a single static image, and towards a more ephemeral vision (fig.16).
The image creations depict reality overlaid by dreams and memory, and while they
directly address adult emotional states, they also reference the childhood
experiences which are the root cause.
fig. 17
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1 photographed environmental portraits for several months and used these to digitally
create text and image collages with Adobe Photoshop as mymain tool. The strong
narrative elements in this work are found within both the written text, and the
presentation of more than one image panel for each work (fig.17). In creating a
series of still images to work together to convey meaning, I have utilized the
cinematic technique of leading a viewer through a story piece by piece, which
facilitates their journey through mv thoughts. This journey can lead the viewers
outside of themselves, to encourage feelings of escape from the every dav, as well
as to generate their own self reflective thoughts. It is in this way that I am sharing
my visual ideas of using photography as a tool for autobiographical storytelling.
Vv ith my thesis work I have created art about my life, but my viewer doesn't know
all of mv life details, so they will not be aware of all the visual or textual references.
I did not tell the viewer mv whole story in linear, didactic phrasing, in the hopes
that they would add their own life story into the mix. I made the decision with this
work that I wanted to give my viewers excerpts of life and a feeling for what is
going on in my head. Rather than spell everything out, I made moments,
dreams, and fragments of thought into visual objects that could impact the viewer
directlv (fig.18). I feel that I displayed sides of myself through this work that I have
not previouslv shown, and that I showed those sides in a way that makes them
accessible to the viewer. It is important to me that this work's audience finds
the story and the themes accessible, and that the
viewer is able to relate to the




1 hese collages were printed as large scale Iris prints in an effort to make them both
readable and accessible to the viewer. After thorough research into printing options,
I selected the Iris printingmethod formywork due to its relative permanence of tone,
and it's archival nature. In comparison to other types of printing, the inks used in this
ink jet technologymost accuratelymatch the colors that are seen on the computer screen
during production of the work.
i~leavy watercolor paper was used
as a surface for these prints, adding
dimensionality through surface
texture. These prints were then
mounted to wooden supports,
further emphasizing a shift from
photograph as two dimensional
plane, to photograph as object
(fig.19). They were adhered to the
supports with soft acrvlic, and
pressed underweight for twenty-
four hours. I chose to mount the
prints in this manner because I
have found that an artwork can often
connect more directly to viewers
by giving them a physical entrance
point, thus resonatingwith them
more tangiblv. The absence of a
glass barrier between thework and
the viewer aided in this effort.
fig. 19
1 hese images, alongwith the edges of the supports, were thoroughly coated in a painterly
layer of polv-vinvl acrylic. This layeringwas applied in quick, thin coatswith a squeegee.
The affect of this layer is a texture, and the addition of a transparent film over the
image. It serves as a tactic to evoke a dream-like quality, serving as a subtle
reminder to the viewer that things are not always as they seem.
21
L^onclusion
/VlyMFA thesis work explores the shaping ofmy personality and behavior as an adult
by my past childhood experiences and trauma. Through making work about these
behaviors, I have explored the adult reaction to the separation of mother and
child. By referencing past trauma and visually illustrating its continuing presence, I
have examined how the early lack of a reliable and strong relationship with a mother
figure effects emotional development, and continues to damage the psyche through
adulthood. The lack of nurturing by my mother towards me in childhood, and
abandonment by her in adolescence, manifests itself as difficulties in maintaining
relationships, recurring depression and self-destructive behavior. With this bodv of
work I hope to provoke viewers to relate what they see to aspects of their own lives,
and perhaps learn that they are not alone in their sadness and pain. In relating
feelings of anger, sadness, and loss through my artwork and sharing visual
representations of my personal stories, I hope to encourage viewers to find a vehicle
through which they can explore and relate their own life experiences.
L^ach piece in on the edge of being tells of a different aspect of life from the next. Behind
my Eyes and Point ofOrigin serve as an entranceway to the work by referencing
familv history in the form of a wedding album and a small grouping of family
snapshots. The body language within these pieces evokes strugglingwithin the family
images, and a sadness surrounding them (fig.17). As the viewer travels from piece to
piece they can see that cumulative experience.With this work I have brought together
fragmented thoughts and fears, alternatingwith panels that tellmy nocturnal dreams. It
is this bringing together of the conscious and un-consciouswhich portrays the story as awhole.
W orking over the past couple of years with juxtapositions of traditional familv
imagery and my creative writing cumulated in the work that I created for myMFA
thesis. It is my intention to further a
dialogue about artmaking through connecting
photography with writing,
studies in psychology, personal history, and analytical
dream investigation. The development of these connections will continue to be of
great benefit as I continue in the production of narrative photographic work. As my
story continues to be written,
I will translate it into a visual form, continuing to
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on the edge or being
Slide Listing
1. Point ofOrigin,
2. Point ofOrigin, detail L,
3. Point ofOrigin, detail C,




8. Known Forces, detail R,
9. Behind My Eyes,
10. Serving Time,
11. Serving Time, detail C
12. Serving Time, detail R
13. 1 Keep a Moment of You
in My Memory,
14. 1 Keep a Moment of You
in My Memory, detail L,
15. Night Vision, east,
16. Night Vision, west,
17. Sogni d'Oro,
18. Cure-all,
19. on the edge of being,
20. on the edge of being,
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